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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Notes on progress/status since Beta:- The analysis presented are based on 3 weeks of data produced on the GS.  This equates to many many more lightning events than the 1000 that was deemed necessary for Provisional validation purposes.  - DE (Detection Efficiency) is currently good.- FAR (False Alarm Rate) in regions of sun glint and solar intrusions is the most significant problem; however, it is acceptable in comparison to expectations and for purposes of the Provisional definition.  - The team is looking to 'putback' flashes removed by single group flash (SGF) "radiation dot"  and "duplicative dot" filter.  In the meantime there are some flash 'misses' due to the SGF filter.  - INR/Time is is acceptable.  Need to correct time-of-flight and time order.  - Field Campaign yielded 79% (all flashes), 75% (day flashes), 88% (night flashes).- The parallax correction being employed is imperfect and results in some errors in navigation; ideas are currently in development for improving this correction.  - Illumination on the sides of clouds, which is most common relatively far from nadir, also produces more substantial errors in navigation, probably well more than 10 km, which may be out of spec.  It sounds like fixing this is difficult so it may need to be a training topic for users.  Notes on NWS activities for AWIPS display:Numerous modifications are in progress for AWIPS to enable realistic gridded delays.  The GLM "3 things memo" documented issues of event spikes, spurious/false events, navigation/geolocation, and zig-zag patterns which have all been addressed.  Parallax was also mentioned in the "3 things memo"; however, no corrective measures have been applied.  AWIPS displays of Product to be ready in April, 2018.  NHC/AWC/SPC to be ready between now and April due to ISATSS, which offers acceleration to the remote centers' N-AWIPS (as opposed to other sites' AWIPS).  Both of these AWIPS and N-AWIPS implementations are gridded products which are unlike the groups/events/flashes that all other customers get via GRB and PDA.  Companion products to follow in CY2018.  Need a good training package prior to AWIPS deployment.Documentation Actions:- Action to PRO User Services:  Like JPSS, start publishing maneuver schedules and arcjet firings, both of which have impact to sensor data.- Action to GRB CWG:  Current Caveats needing documentation in README should be comprehensive and certainly include these two items:     - False event "blooming" from solar intrusions and sun glint.       - Navigation errors.  Looking ahead to Full Maturity:  There are a number of items listed as needed for Full maturity that will be revisited in CVCT to determine whether they are really needed for Full maturity or not:* WR 5480 - Radiation Filter threshold, was referenced by Doug Mach during the review as providing marginal improvement to FAR and potentially introducing other artifacts.* WR 3407 - GLM Background Image Metadata doesn’t match PUG, regards the GLM Instrument Calibration Data product, and has no direct bearing on the GLM L2 product. It is also incorrectly listed as a Flight WR.* ADR 461: Data Quality Product, is a new unapproved and not fully defined product, so its inclusion as required for Full GLM maturity is a significant risk. Note that an interim solution based on L2 data is in the works as mitigation.Beacons - It would be possible to provide more cloud height info with a third ground laser presence to compliment, and triangulate, the existing two sites currently used.  
	_2_ If Conditionally Approved,_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: 
	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The GLM products have successfully reached Provisional Validation Maturity!  The NWS agrees the data are of sufficient quality for forecaster purposes.  The GLM L2 product consists of geo-located and time-stamped events, groups, and flashes.  Having reached the Provisional milestone, the products will not be released to all PDA subscribers who wish to obtain the data.  Once HRIT and GNC-A develop the capability to distribute GLM products, they may commence immediately because Provisional Maturity grants pre-approval for distribution.  Thank you to Bill Koshak, his whole team, as well as the active participants from GOES-R Program, NWS, and Lockheed Martin.  This Provisional PS-PVR presentation was a fantastic culmination of tremendous effort and applied expertise from a broad group of stakeholders over the past decade.  Additional kudos go out to PRO for their efforts to accelerate and promote fixes, as well as to STAR for their support of NWS and AWIPS-compatible displays.  
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